Jonty Hurwitz
Co- Founder Wonga.com

Jonty Hurwitz is a leading financial and technological innovator and a highly successful entrepreneur. He co-founded Wonga.com in 2007;
the multi-award winning online micro-loan company, that grew to a staggering scale in just five years.
"A leading financial and technological innovator"

In detail

Languages

Wonga was voted Europe's fastest-growing on-line company and

He presents in English.

won the Sunday Times TechTrack 100 in 2012. Jonty designed
and built the first automated risk processing technology, to

Want to know more?

provide real-time unsecured personal loans online, including via a

Give us a call or send us an e-mail to find out exactly what he

mobile app; and also the first company world-wide to provide an

could bring to your event.

instant lending application app on the iPhone. He is a world
leading specialist in several areas including consumer risk in the

How to book him?

cloud, user interfaces for consumer finance, understanding mobile

Simply phone or e-mail us.

and internet customer behaviour for finance and cloud based
financial computing. Jonty is also a widely collected and exhibited
sculptor and artist. He has won several international awards for
art, business and technology applying this idea.

What he offers you
Jonty shares with audiences worldwide the rise of robo-advisers
and gives tips on how to remain relevant in the digital age. Jonty
places significant focus on cultivating an innovative culture in
order to be in the forefront of leadership, innovation and
technology.

How he presents
Instrumental in bringing into focus the fact that technological
innovation is happening so fast that it's hard to keep up, Jonty's
high content presentations are delivered in his personal, yet
professional style.

Topics
The Future of Fintech
Technology and Risk
Innovation Beyond Imagination
Technological Innovation
Art, Business and Technology
Cloud Technology
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